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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to our sixth issue for 2019, of the
ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.
Free of charge, feel free to print this
Newsletter and put in your own binder.
Please forward to all your Checker friends
too.
If you would like to submit an article or
personal profile about you or your Checker,
please submit all content to the email
address on the right side of this page.
In this issue we celebrated the various ICTA
members who are actively enjoying and
sharing their projects on our Facebook
page.
Long time friend and ICTA member Chris
Monier’s journey across the US in a
Checker is covered in this issue. Also
covered

we share Judith and Matt Goertz’s
Checker taxi business in France story.
Also included are current projects by
this writer, Guy Denton and Gerben
Vermaning.
Have you heard about the 1976
Checker/VW taxi project? In this issue,
you’ll find a story about the restoration
ongoing project in New Jersey.
We’re all familiar with Checker’s in
movies, in this issue, we’ll showcase
Checkers used in the 60’s TV series The
Naked City.
Christmas is coming, in this issue you’ll
Editor: Joe Fay
find links to diecast Checker miniatures,
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
perfect for Christmas gifts
Owner 1949, 1950, 1952,
As always, you’ll also find classified
1957 , 1967 and 1979
ads for Checkers in this issue. Please
Checkers

enjoy issue: volume 5 issue 6.
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waste Freon charging it up before a little bit of
maintenance. There are no leaks and I put a new set of
premium radials on it. The brakes appear fine and still
have a lot of meat on them. this is a super solid car that
has a few dents and dings on it, but it is a never seen salt
Arizona car since new. It was bought at Charlie’s Checkers
in Tucson by a well to do family for their Butler to use
transporting the kids to school and getting the family
back and forth to the airport.”

Chris Monier’s Trip Across the US
According to Bob Kerkel, his Checker was a sweet deal.
Bob wrote about his 1975 Checker car “its an Arizona car
with 54,710 miles on it. It runs wonderfully. There is not a
squeak or rattle in it my country roads in Cave Creek. The
motor is tight as a tick with zero noises or quirks. The
transmission shifts like new and I just installed a new fan
clutch as the original locked up and it sounded like a jet
aircraft was taking off. The A/C is all functioning, but it is
low on Freon and those hoses are 45 years old. I wouldn’t

Bob recently put the A11 on the market, it sold quickly to
our old friend from France Chris Monier. Chris is the coauthor of the book “The American Tax, A Century of
Service” with Ben Merkel. A longtime member of the
ICTA, Chris had not owned a Checker for some time,
some may be familiar with Chris’ beautiful DeSoto
Taxicab.
Chris posted on the ICTA Facebook page “Two days
before departure for the road trip across the USA with a
1975 taxi…will keep you posted. Let’s eat miles of asphalt
like cinemascope!” thus started the great journey
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Day 1
Chris Monier has landed in Arizona and picked up his
Checker. Seller Bob Kerkel got him going and on his
journey. While in Arizona Chris had a chance to meet
Checker Czar Dan Smith.. Chris has already had one
mechanical issue, but thankfully he still has room in his
schedule to make it to the east coast in time for a meet
up with the boat to transport his Checker.
Below: Note the good luck charm added to the roof of
the Checker. Remember the old saying, “don’t take a
chance, take a Checker”
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Day 2

Second failure at the rednecks, stopped and repaired at a
Ford dealer! We had fun… we went through white
mountain, Indian reserve. We just stopped to eat a piece
of cake, we’re in new Mexico. Another 4 hours drive to
Santa Rosa and the city of Billy the kid where he is buried.
Arrived at the rock hotel in mountain air (New Mexico)
tired, but happy.
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Day 3
“Another failure… the road trip in all its splendor! But
a thousand miles across New Mexico, Texas and we
made it to Oklahoma.”
We had a chance to speak with Chris late last night.
According to Chris he seems to be having issues with
bad fuel. Prior owner Bob Kerkel had not driven the
Checker on a regular basis in five to ten years. It
appears that there is bad fuel in the tank and that the
bad fuel is wreaking havoc.
Chris is able to cruise well at 70 MPH on the interstate,
but he having challenges at low speed. He’s cleaned
out the lines, fuel pump and carburetor but is still
finding white chunks of rancid fuel in the system. Plans
for day 4 is to drive from Tulsa to St. Louis, then onto
Cleveland on day 4 to meet up with Ben Merkel.
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Day Four
Swapping tires before leaving !… thanks to the spare tire . On the road again!
Finally made to Ohio!… 3200 kms in four days…
Tomorrow in Cleveland for the VIP tour of the rock ‘ N Roll Hall of fame… with a mechanical morning to get in a leg.
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Day 4
Great news Chris has made it to the
Checker Oasis in Middlefield,
Ohio! Deep in the Amish country Ben
Merkel’s Checker Oasis is a great
destination to rebuild your wayward
Checker when traveling across the state.
Ben’s not in the business anymore, but
he was more than happy to help out his
visiting French co author of the book
“The American Taxi, A Century of
Service”
According to Chris Monier “We
continue… in Middlefield Ohio at my
buddy Ben. We’re dismantling the
steering column to fix the lights, change
the steering of but we don’t have the
right spare part! The two triangles of
the front train are dead.. Anyway a
mechanical morning!
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Day 6 Finally arrived in NYC!…. 10 states crossed!

Congratulations to Chris for his brave journey across the US in his recently purchased Checker Model A11 Taxicab. Its
rare to see anyone make a significant tri[ across the US in an essentially unknown car that is close to 40 years
old!!!! Please keep us posted as you restore in France!
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The Dumping of 40 Checkers, One Year Later
Fourteen month ago Michael Ruse posted the following in the ICTA
Facebook page
“My good friend Heidi sent me pics of these Checkers That just arrived
at her husband’s salvage yard in Lawrence Massachusetts. Knowing I
was a taxi enthusiast she asked me if I had any interest in them or
parts. I’ve attached the two pictures she sent – And contact info If
anyone is interested. It’s a total mystery where these things came
from with the exception of the yellow one – So I’m not sure what the
story is with them, where they were from, or how on earth they ended
up in a salvage yard in Lawrence Massachusetts.”
Thus, began a quest to save as many parts and Checkers as
possible. Most Checker owers are well aware of the challenges
sourcing Checker parts, yet presented on our Facebook page for all
to see, ICTA members were shocked that 40 Checkers were being
dump in a crushing yard. Checker Motors Cars of Haverhill, Mass.
dumped the 40 Checkers with little fanfare. No notifications to any of
the well known Checker clubs, the dumping made national news via
the Hemmings Motor News web blog.
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Writer Daniel Strohl documented the event on October 4th 2018. In his
blog, Checker Motor Cars Steve Contarino was quoted in the blog,
according to Contarino ““We’re deleting parts cars that are too far gone
for restoration,”
Strohl went and wrote “The Checkers’ appearance last month at 495
Auto Salvagers in Lawrence, Massachusetts, however, set off a firestorm
among Checker enthusiasts and restorers, who — like many other
owners of orphan cars — rely on a dwindling stock of unrestorable cars
for parts to maintain, repair, and restore their cars. “It is a big deal,”
said Checker collector John Weinhoeft, noting that the disposal of the
cars has triggered much speculation among the Checker community.”
Most troubling to many Checker fans was the fact that many of the
Checker did indeed appear to be restorable. For this simple reason,
the ICTA launch a rescue effort lead by ICTA member Daniel Smith. This
writer was lucky enough to be part of the effort and did save several
cars from crushing. Here’s an update on just one of the so called
unrestorable vehicles. The restoration has been started and is moving
along at a rapid pace. Most surprising is how nice the saved Checker
actually is, extremely restorable, this car is turning into one of the
lowest costing Checker projects ever executed by this writer
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Essentially two Checker wagons were purchased. One good wagon and
one distressed wagon. The distressed wagon was purchased solely for
the front clip. The Superba wagon was a 1960 model year and sported
the rare tall fenders, straight across bumpers and starburst grille.
The clip was removed and the Superba wagon was crushed after Daniel
Smith removed all decent parts. The salvageable wagon and front clip
were shipped to Ohio. Once in Ohio all body panels were removed and
stripped of paint. The rear fenders were sent out to a body shop.
The fender repairs were completed at the low cost of $300.00! The body
has been painted, like all of my Checkers, with Rustolium, total cost
$100.00. A used windshield was procured from Ben Merkel for the low
cost of $100.00 as well. New old stock door panels have been added to
the interior. In late September the wagon was sent to the shop to get
the Chevrolet 327 in running order.
Once running, we’ll tackle the seat upholstery and weld in sheet metal
into the front floors. Once completed, the so called unrestorable wagon
will become my official Checker trailer puller.
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Checker Motors cars has apparently left the Checker hobby, and
there are fewer parts sources for the Checker collector. In total
about 10 Checker cars were saved from the Lawrence
yard. Thanks to all who supported the project. To the folks who
think we made “too much fuss” or created a three-ring circus, to
bad for you.
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Checker Cab Models in all Scales

Diecast Collectors typically collect within one
scale, the collector’s preferences vary across
several popular scales, 1:18 on the big side, and
somewhat limited in offerings. The 1/25 or 1/24
the commercial promotional scale made popular
in the US by automotive manufacturers, 1/43 the
internationally popular scale made popular by O
scale railroad modelers and 1/87, the half scale
of O, again made popular in the 1960’s are all
scales that Checker models are available in a
variety of offerings.
1/64 is a now popular scale, these models are
deemed S scale by model railroaders. There is
even one smaller scale, N at 1/20th the size of
1/1 prototypes, it’s a popular scale for modelers
limited in space.
Checker diecast collectors have the luxury of
being able to collect all of the scales listed above.
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The following Checker models have been offered in all scales. I am sure most folks will think we’re lucky as Checker as so
iconic, it’s a natural that collectors of all scales want Checker models. In reality, it most likely due to the fact that most
Railroad Modelers like to depict taxicabs awaiting scale passengers from at scale train depots for the arrive scale model
passenger trains. Lucky for us.

Checker Models by Scale
1/18 Sunstar Models 1982 Checker A11
https://www.ebay.com/itm/1981-Chicago-Checker-Taxi-Cab-Green-Yellow-Sun-Star-118/123910105416?hash=item1cd99e2948:g:oU4AAOSwBV1dgU6C
1/24 Franklin Mint 1963 Checker A11
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Franklin-Mint-1963-Checker-Taxi-Cab57/323912571295?hash=item4b6ab1999f:g:7d8AAOSwu1pdO4JX
1/43 Ertl 1967 Checker A11, IXO 1982 Checker A11, Western 1982 Checker A11, Greenlight 1978 Checker A11 Brooklyn
1949 Checker A4 and A5, Victory 1953 Checker A6 and A7
Western
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Small-Wheels-Western-Models-LTD-WMS-55TC-Checker-Cab-TaxiChicago/292091736397?hash=item440206314d:g:ncUAAOSwVm5Y-SNN
Greenlight
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Checker-Cab-Taxi-1975-Greenlight-143/293173226693?epid=18031096173&hash=item44427c6cc5:g:QpUAAOSw1RhdQVOG
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Ertl
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Checker-Cab-1-43-scale-Die-Cast-1993-ERTLNew-in-box/223427003556?hash=item34054984a4:g:YHgAAOSwEN9bXlGo
IXO
https://www.ebay.com/itm/IXO-CLC020-New-York-Checker-Yellow-Cab-143/283546341901?hash=item4204add20d:g:NEUAAOSwWxldKKae

Brooklyn
https://www.ebay.com/itm/89A-Brooklin-1949-Checker-New-York-CabYellow-1-43-Scale-DieCast/254362787221?hash=item3b39341d95:g:4iUAAOSw4tldgUaX
1/64 Matchbox 1982 Checker A11, Greenlight 1982 Checker A11
Greenlight
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Greenlight-1-64-Hobby-Shop-7-1978-CheckerMotors-Marathon-Taxi-Cab-w-Gas97070E/233344603305?hash=item36546c14a9:g:d~sAAOSwlOVdgWTH
Matchbox
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Checker-Cab-11-Yellow-MatchboxJD5/193108288055?hash=item2cf626a237:g:VnQAAOSwnNpdgTIG
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1/87 Athearn 1956 Checker Model A8, Brekina 1982 Checker A11 and Schucco 1982 Checker A11 (note header
photo)
Athearn
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Athearn-Ready-To-Roll-Checker-Cab-HO-1-87NEW/223482609798?hash=item34089a0086:g:sR0AAOSwfMRcs6A3
Brekina
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Brekina-1-87-Checker-Cab-Chicago58922/372698141472?hash=item56c68a5320:g:PFYAAOSwRmJdMRgH
1/120 GHQ 1965 Checker Model A11
https://www.ebay.com/itm/GHQ-N-SCALE-CHECKER-CABNEW/232742266528?hash=item36308526a0:g:7mkAAOSw5Oxa27Q3
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Judith’s and Mat’s Taxi Fun Story by Judith Goertz
It all started in 2008 when we were realtors in Paris, France,
and the job had begun to become very problematic. So
challenging was our reality business, it started to impact our
health. We needed a change.
At the time we owned a London taxi and used it as our
private family car, we drove around with my little son and
went to work with the taxi and everyone came to see us and
said: “Wow, that’s nice where did you get it?” With all the
positive reactions generated by our London taxi we hatched
an idea. We decided to leave it all behind, and after two
years of searching for the right place, we found a place in the
country about 100km south of Paris. A new place to start a
new life and new business! We decided to create a car
service using London taxis!

It took about four year of work, we moved into our
country estate and our enjoying the fruits of our labor in
2012. We then focused on building our new business,
We found a little estate that needed significant work, it would renting London taxis with driver, for weddings and other
events as well as for marketing purposes.
be a challenge, but we could see the potential. Thus started
years of hard work required to restore the estate and build a
We named our business Taxifun and it is exactly
new business. Little by little, we built up our garage and
that. After the estate was completed, we started to
renovated the small barn
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acquired London taxis and built up our own renting fleet. Once
we had a fleet, we built out a significant parts
inventory. Pretty soon we had a complete business.
The business was so successful, it was only natural for us to
expand our fleet of black cabs and acquire a New York Yellow
Checker Cab. The search was a significant challenge. I looked
for Checkers the world over. We couldn’t find what we wanted
in the US, so we expanded out search outside of the US. I found
an advertisement in Canada, quickly contacted the owner and
closed a deal.
The owner has now become a dear friend, we regularly speak
and share our Checkers stories. We bought his Checker and
shipped to France three years ago. A lot of time and money
was spent and time was spent to get the Checker in order and
roadworthy, Significant time was spend to details such as the
renovated interior and a complete overhaul of the mechanicals.
This is the first full year that we have run the Checker and it has
become a dream come true. We have had a lot of fun with our
new Checker friend “Chubby”

Editor Note. Judith and Matt are interested in
purchasing more Checkers for their service. If you
are interested in selling a Checker to Taxifun,
please contact contact info on their web site
listed below.
https://www.taxifun.fr/
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The VW/Checker Prototype has a new Home!
In March of 1977, Ed Cole, former GM president, and
Victor Potamkin, one of the largest car dealers in the US,
bought control of Checker Motor’s taxi subsidiary,
Checker Taxi Co. The CMC business unit operated
Checker fleets in Chicago, Minneapolis and Pittsburgh
branded as Checker and Yellow.
Ed Cole was the former general manager of the
Chevrolet Motor Division and president of General
Motors. In the early 50’s, Cole was the lead engineer in
charge of the development of a new Chevy engine built
to replace the Stovebolt Six, this new engine was
Chevrolet’s small block V8, a massive success that
remained in production into the twenty first century.
Victor Potamkin was a popular New York car salesman
who used a combination of sales discounting and
aggresive advertising to transform a Manhattan Cadillac
agency into the flagship of his $1 billion-a-year
automotive empire.

At the time, Checker generated net income of $274K on
$87 million dollars of sales. The magic formula of
Potamkin’s deep financial pockets along with his sales
and marketing know-how combined with Cole’s
automotive engineering capabilities and GM connections
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were the perfect combination required to transform
Checker. It was an exciting time at Checker! Expectations
were high that the new partners would revitalize Checker’s
future, new models were to be introduced and the
company would grow.
At the onset of the transformation was the desire to build a
new Checker. Cole and Potamkin partnered with Jim
McLernon, President of Volkswagen of America, to explore
the feasibility of stretching the VW Rabbit 21.0 inches in
order to create a VW based Checker. The hoopla was
significant; the US automotive world was watching Checker
when tragedy struck. Just weeks into the new partnership,
Ed Cole was killed in a plane crash while flying his private
plane to Kalamazoo. Despite the death of Cole, Checker
soldiered on with the transformation plan.
Three months after Coles death in June of 1977, Checker
unveiled plans for the new Taxi to the public in a Forbes
magazine article. The new Checkers would indeed be
based on a stretched Volkswagen Rabbit. The plan was to

stretch the Rabbit 21 inches in the rear passenger
area. Modifications would be made to the roof in order to
improve headroom. To reinforce the overall strength of
the Rabbit design, Checker anticipated adding 300 pounds
of weight to the body as structural panels, for a total
weight of 2300 LBS. The new taxi would use the same VW
transmission used in the standard Rabbit. Added weight
required new power options. Three power plants were
considered for the new VW based Checker: Perkins,
Mitsubishi or Oldsmobile diesel engines.
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The VW based design would have been a serious
departure from past Checkers. The passenger
compartment would have room for two passengers
facing two forward passengers for a total capacity of
four passengers, one less than the 5 persons rear
capacity of the current A11. This layout is highly
questionable as passengers would have to compete for
opposing knee room.
Ed Cole’s plan assumed sales via GM’s dealer network
of 50,000 units a year. After Coles death, Checker CEO

David Markin reduced the sales plan down to 30,000
units. The bodies would be produced by VW and shipped
to Kalamazoo for final assembly. One test mule was
created and field tested. The test encompassed the
placement of 500 pounds of sandbags in the rear
passenger area of a stretch Rabbit. The vehicle was driven
from Kalamazoo to Chicago. In Chicago, the test mule was
put into loop traffic and monitored for performance. The
resulting test was disappointing. Upon its return to
Kalamazoo, the mule was parked and the project was
killed as it was decided the VW based concept wasn’t
suitable as a taxi. For the rest of the decade, Checker
would continue to produce the A11.
We’re happy to report that Jamie Orr of New Jersey has
purchased the VW prototype at a local Kalamazoo used
car lot. We now know more about the VW prototype. The
prototype is equipped with a VW 1.5 liter, carbureted
engine mated to a VW automatic transmission.
According to the new owner Jamie, “its underpowered no
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matter what, then putting all this extra stuff, and
people, and some big dudes and luggage in the back,
people, that was not going to work”.
The current condition is a challenging, the motor is
seized as well as the transmission. Under the front
seats is a water cooled heating system. The VW has the
CMC jump seat mounting point, Jamie is interested in
finding Checker jump seats to reinstall. The prototype
also has a Checker installed sunroof!
According to Jamie, “I am going to get it to run and
drive it.” He has also discovered that under the current
gray/silver paint is the original paint………….is yellow!
We wish Jamie the best of luck on this unique
VW/Checker piece of history. If you want to meet
Jamie Orr, check out his great video! Just click on the
picture below!

Here’s a great video of the project
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eX2hzOc21h4
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Checkers on the Little Screen

The Biograph Company, was a motion
picture company founded in 1895 and
active until 1916. It was the first company
in the United States of America devoted
entirely to film production and exhibition,
and for two decades was one of the most
prolific, releasing over 3000 short films and
12 feature films. During the height of
silent film as a medium, Biograph was
America’s most prominent film studio and
respected studios worldwide.
Hard times fell on the firm in the mid
teens. Biograph was slow to migrate away
from short productions to full length
feature films. Additionally most of its
talent (actors, producers directors and
writers) move to Hollywood, the new
emerging film capital. This would hamper
Biograph’s ability to prosper.
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Biograph shut down operations in 1916, the studios would be used for other commercial productions on a contract
basis until WWII. The studio remained dormant from 1945 until 1956.

Biograph Studio facilities and reopened it in 1956 as the Gold Medal Studios. Gold Medal Studios became the largest
film studio in the United States outside of Los Angeles at the time of its 1956 reopening.
Now what does this have to do with Checkers? Well, we all know that Checkers are prominent props used in film
production. That said, most of the prominence comes from Hollywood productions. We have all seen Checkers
typically featured in all their yellow glory, but if you would like to get a heavy dose of Checkers in there pre 1968 non
yellow NYC liveries? then you might want to watch a TV show that was produced in Biograph Studies from 19581963. The Naked City.
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The Naked City, was filmed on location in New York City and the Biograph Studios. The series concerned the
detectives of NYPD’s 65th Precinct, although episode plots usually focused more on the criminals and victims
portrayed by guest actors, characteristic of the “semi-anthology” narrative format common in early 1960s.
This format allowed for various storylines featuring New York’s five boroughs and the surrounding areas.
The filming techniques used required minimum production capabilities and allowed the show to be filmed mid-day in

Peter Falk

Star Paul Burke entering a Ray Cab Corp. Checker
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the city while real New Yorkers conducted their daily business. The show, emphasized a very real look and feel, so of
course Checkers can be seen everywhere conducting business. In several storylines taxicabs are used as a means to
transport characters. As one would expect, Checker taxicabs are used to transport criminals and victims. In several
episodes Taxicabs are used as undercover items for criminals conducting robberies and kidnappings. In one episode
and entire scene is filmed in an NYC Taxi fleet garage. There is plenty of Checker taxicab activity within these shows.
So as the winter sets in and our Checkers are packed away, maybe some binge watching of The Naked City is in
order. Virtually all episodes can be found on YouTube.
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Guy Denton’s Blackboard Checker

Gerben Vermaning’s Aerobus Project

Making progress with the Chalkboard paint, but I am thinking
that I should have sprayed it instead of rolling it. Kind of taking
forever with a roller and 3 coats.

Making progress on the Aerobus purchased in 2016
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1972 Checker Marathon Sedan Car for sale in RENO,
Neveda $20,750

Rare car that needs restoration!
THE GOOD: Low mileage (76K), two-owner car. I still have the first owner’s log books and paperwork
from the 1960s. Car is very original, no modifications. Interior is excellent! No rips, splits or stains on
upholstery; door panels look great. Back seat has spent much of its life folded down and looks almost
new. All glass good. Side trim is perfect. Vintage CB radio installed (doesn’t transmit). Original Chevy 283
V8 starts up and runs fine. New water pump installed recently. Auto transmission. Two new tires in
front (less than 1,000 miles); rear tires are good. I also have a pair of snow tires on rims that go with the
car.
THE BAD: This car has been driven in winter and has severe rust in several places. Most notably, the C
pillars are rusted out and the rear doors can’t be latched closed due to the door strike plates being
loose. Repair will involve some metal fabrication and welding, but I will include a pair of rare NOS
Checker sedan C pillars which can be modified to fit. Severe rust is also present at the rocker panels,
spare tire well, and other usual Checker places such as the tops of the fenders. The brakes need service
and will stop the car at low speed only at this time. The car can be test driven around the block but
should not be driven at speed until the brakes are repaired. In other words, bring a trailer!
BOTTOM LINE: This is a compete, running, currently registered, rare Checker wagon that will make a
great restoration/rod project for someone able to deal with significant body rust issues. It was never a
taxi. Great hauling capacity with reliable and easy to service Chevy small block V8 power.
Here’s a link to the ad on Craig’s List
https://lexington.craigslist.org/cto/d/lexington-checker-marathon-station-wagon/6894438083.html

1972 Checker Marathon A12 (consumer model) 50th
Anniversary Edition. Beautiful gold exterior, black interior
in beautiful condition. 283 V8, auto trans, power
steering, new A/C system, new starter, new ball joints &
tie rods. Huge rear seat area. Good tires. Great cruiser &
shows well. Mileage shown probably not original miles.
(412) 224-0624
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1965 Checker Marathon, I purchased this vehicle in 1999
and completed a full restoration in 2003. The car was
used for marketing purposes for my company Network
Checker. It has been driven each year but very few miles.
It has been well maintained. A new small block chevy 350
V8 engine was in installed in 2003 when the mileage was
at 9,982. Currently the odometer reads 44,000 and it
drives like a champ. The transmission was rebuilt in 2008.
In 2003 the car was painted with the exact matching color
of New York City Cabs. Also upholstery was completely
redone in 2003. The windshield was replaced in 2003 also
and is in perfect condition today. The front brakes were
converted from drums to disks and a modern dual cylinder
was installed in the brake upgrade for safety. Electronic
ignition was added when the new engine was installed.
The radio was upgraded to an Alpine sound system with
Polk speakers. The trunk lock was pulled last week and a
new key has been cut but I need to reinstall the lock. The
paint is beginning to crack in a few spots but is very good
at present. There is minimal rust since the car has been
driven very lightly and Colorado has a dry climate. If you
want more pictures I can send them. (720) 331-5579
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End Photo
Advertisement

9331 Johnell Road
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818-999-1485
sales@checkerparts.com

The largest supplier of NOS,
Reproduction and Used Checker Parts
Specializing in Checker Taxi, Marathon,
Superba and Aerobus

Back cover: 1963 Checker Aerobus Military
Version
Front cover: Bill Crawford’s Checker Wagon

